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In this work an imaging method used for studying metallic system oxidation is presented. This

implementation monitors changes in the molecular absorption of visible light with a redox probe,

a ruthenium polypyridine complex. As the transmission microscopy method avoids irradiation of the

sample with high intensity light in comparison to fluorescence techniques, images can be acquired using

an inexpensive commercial digital camera, making this an excellent low-cost tool for oxidation mapping.

Molar fractions of reduced and oxidized species of the probe are calculated using different channels of

an RGB camera, green and red, respectively, allowing a ratiometric measurement for redox potential

determination with a high temporal and spatial resolution.
Introduction

Imaging tools using molecular probes offer an opportunity to
visualize and, even more interestingly, to quantify different
parameters in diverse systems. Moreover the acquisition of
images as a function of time allows studying diverse physical,
chemical and biological processes.1 Due to great advances in
digital cameras, the use of imaging techniques has improved
over the last few years, making these methods simple, efficient
and inexpensive tools.

Fluorescent probes have been specially developed and are
more commonly used in imaging methods.2 Nevertheless
a uorescence-based system requires high intensity excitation
light for sample irradiation which could deteriorate or induce
photobleaching of the sample or the probe. Moreover, as uo-
rescent molecules emit in all directions only a fraction of the
light emitted by the probe will be captured by the objective,
making efficient and costly microscope objectives and expen-
sive cameras necessary.

In order to overcome these disadvantages, optical trans-
mission microscopy is a convenient alternative.3 The amount of
light needed is less in comparison to a uorescent system as
most of the light is transmitted by the objective and only
a fraction is absorbed by the sample, and consequently the
amount of light that reaches the detector is larger. This allows
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the use of low intensity excitation light for sample irradiation
with a good signal/noise ratio and high spatial and temporal
resolution in imaging acquisition. Therefore, the development
of absorption probes is a challenge of great interest.

The choice of the appropriate molecular probe for imaging
could allow the determination of different variables. For
example, pH may be mapped using calcon as a pH indicator.3

Ion concentrations and redox potential may also be mapped
with suitable probes. In the case of redox potential determina-
tion, imaging techniques can be used to study many processes
in biological systems4 and other important redox processes
such as corrosion in materials of different composition.5

Metallic materials (especially iron) are present in many
objects of everyday use and corrosion processes have an
important impact on economic and industrial processes, so
different strategies such as modication of material properties
or treatment of their surfaces with different types of inhibitors or
coating with inorganic or organic materials have been developed
to avoid or decrease corrosion.6 Diverse techniques with high
spatial resolution have been developed for monitoring corrosion
processes based on different physical or physicochemical
methods.7 Many of them use electrochemical instrumentation,
some examples to be mentioned are Electrochemical Impedance
Spectroscopy (EIS), Local Electrochemical Impedance Spectros-
copy (LEIS), Scanning Vibrating Electrode Technique (SVET),
Scanning Kelvin Probe (SKP), Scanning Kelvin Probe Force
Microscopy (SKPFM), and Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy
(SECM) among others.8 Although these techniques have good
precision and exactitude they present the disadvantages of high
cost and inability to map a large area at the same time in order to
make a real time study of the process. In this sense it would be
interesting to develop new robust, economic, and high spatial
and temporal resolution methods for monitoring localized
corrosion processes in microscopic systems.
Anal. Methods
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In this work we present a low cost 2D imagingmethod for the
oxidation mapping of different iron microscopic systems in real
time and redox potential determination using a domestic
digital camera coupled to a transmission microscope which
senses a redox molecular probe (ruthenium complex). The use
of a domestic digital camera to acquire images has several
advantages besides its low cost, such as it provides a high
spatial (millions of pixels where each one represents a value of
the measurement) and temporal resolution (in the order of 1000
fps, frames per second) and allows ratiometric measurements
to be done.

As these cameras are intended for domestic use, they are
designed to emulate human vision. One of the simplest ways to
obtain this is by dividing each pixel into a lter pattern (Bayer
pattern, or RGB, R: red, G: green and B: blue), in which for every
two G sensors there is one R sensor and one B sensor. This
relationship between RGB channels has the disadvantage that R
and B channels have a spatial resolution and sensitivity lower
than those of the G channel, resulting in images with higher
noise for those channels. To overcome this disadvantage an
averaging procedure that accounts for this imbalance can be
implemented. One important advantage of RGB sensors is that
they allow the possibility of performing a measurement in
which signals representing different species of a molecular
probe are simultaneously detected by independent channels. In
this case, the oxidized species of the redox probe is measured by
one channel while the reduced species is measured by the other
(vide infra).

Monitoring redox changes via this image acquisitionmethod
requires the use of a specic molecular probe whose absorption
spectra of the reduced and oxidized species of the redox equi-
librium have to be compatible with the RGB response channels
of a digital camera, and consequently valuable information can
be obtained through image processing.

A class of redox probes where both species satisfy the
necessary condition to be measured by independent channels
are ruthenium polypyridine complexes (Ru-pp). These ruthe-
nium complexes are formed by coordination of two bidentate
ligands (polypyridine) and, in most cases, also by two mono-
dentate ligands to the metal center. Usually in these complexes
Ru has an oxidation state of II or III and an EoRu(III)/Ru(II) ofy 1 V
(vs. SHE, Standard Hydrogen Electrode) that can be modied by
introducing changes in the coordinated ligands.9,10 These
compounds exhibit a quasi reversible redox process controlled
by diffusion (ESI†). Different types of electronic transitions are
involved in Ru-pp complexes11 (MC, metal centered; LC, ligand
centered; MLCT, metal to ligand charge transfer; LMCT, ligand
to metal charge transfer). The relevant transitions of this family
of compounds are MLCT (for the reduced species) and LMCT
(for the oxidized species). The position of these absorption
bands depends on the ligands coordinated to the metal
center.10,12 Even though this family of ruthenium(II) complexes
is usually used for photoliberation of a ligand,3,13 as the pho-
todelivery quantum yield depends on the position of the MLCT
band,12 it is possible to design complexes where the photo-
liberation is sufficiently low (F � 10�2) and these probes are
Anal. Methods
stable during the experimental time because of using low light
intensity.

With this idea in mind, various ruthenium polypyridine
complexes have been synthesized and their absorption proper-
ties have been compared, in order to fulll the main require-
ment of the probe which comprises the overlap of the
absorption bands of the reduced and oxidized species with the
G (green) and R (red) channels of a digital camera, respectively,
and the range in which the desired variable can be measured, in
this case it is related to the standard reduction potential, Eo.

The strong inuence of the ligands on the UV-vis absorption
spectra of the different complexes is well known. The positions
of the MLCT and the LMCT bands, previously mentioned, are
related to the stabilization of the corresponding excited
states.12,14 Also Eo depends on the stabilization or destabiliza-
tion of the Ru(III) species according to ligand modications.9,10

Taking advantage of the versatility of this kind of probe,
compounds that adapt as best as possible to the requirements
of the method have been designed.
Experimental
Synthesis and characterization

Synthesis of metal complexes was carried out in the absence of
light and under a nitrogen atmosphere unless otherwise indi-
cated. All solvents were of reagent grade or better. Aqueous
solutions were prepared with double deionized water (DDW)
obtained from aMilli-Q purication system (Millipore, Bedford,
MA, USA). Commercially available reagents were used as
received. Synthetic procedures are described in the ESI.†

Cyclic voltammetry was carried out using a TEQ-03 poten-
tiostat, a three-electrode conguration (Ag/AgCl, Sat. KCl refer-
ence electrode; Pt counter electrode; and glassy carbon, surface
¼ 9.4 mm2, as the working electrode), 0.1 mM complex and
0.1 M Na2SO4 in water. All the potentials are expressed against
the SHE. The results are shown in the ESI.†

UV-vis spectra were acquired on a Hewlett-Packard HP8453
diode array spectrometer with a 1 cm path length cuvette.

1H NMR spectra were recorded using a Bruker 500MHz NMR
spectrometer. 1H NMR chemical shis were referenced to the
residual hydrogen signal of the deuterated solvent (2.05 ppm,
acetone). Abbreviations used in the description of NMR data are
as follows: br, broad; s, singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet.
Image acquisition setup

Images were acquired using an inverted Nikon TS-100 micro-
scope with bright eld illumination. The illumination system of
the microscope was replaced with a two-LED set irradiating
green (535 � 16 nm fwhm) and red (635 � 11 nm fwhm) light
and aligned by a dichroic mirror, and resistors were connected
in series which, together with a regulated voltage source, were
used to obtain the same illumination intensity for both LEDs. In
order to decrease possible irregular illumination from the LEDs
and to favor a homogeneous illumination eld of the sample,
a homemade diaphragm was attached. With this irradiation
system, one of the species of the redox probe absorbs red light
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 1 Picture of the setup used as an interface for transmission
measurements of different systems. (Left) (A) camera; (B) illumination
system. (Right) Zoom picture of the illumination system (C) LEDs; (D)
dichroic mirror; (E) homemade diaphragm.

Fig. 2 Voltammograms of [Ru(bpy)2(4AP)2]
n+ at different scan rates.

(Inset) Cyclic voltammograms of [Ru(pp)2(L)2]
n complexes (blue: pp ¼

550dmbpy, L ¼ 4DMAP; yellow: pp ¼ 550dmbpy, L ¼ 4AP; green: pp ¼
bpy, L ¼ 4DMAP; red: pp ¼ bpy, L ¼ 4AP). Scan rate: 1, 5, 10, 25, 50,
100, 200, 300, 500 and 1000 mV s�1.
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View Article Online
and the other species absorbs the green one. The blue (B)
channel of the digital camera is not used in the measurement so
that it is available for any additional registration. Images were
acquired using a conventional digital camera (Casio Exilim EX-
FC100) which made focus through a normal eyepiece and
a custom adapter and was set to ISO 100 sensitivity (a picture of
the setup is shown in Fig. 1). Analysis of videos and images was
done using public access ImageJ® soware.15 The image pro-
cessing procedure is described in the ESI.† The corrosion
monitoring experiment consists of immersion of an iron object
in a 2 mM aqueous solution of the redox probe in the oxidized
form. Previously the iron object was cleaned in 1 M HCl solu-
tion. Videos were lmed at 30 fps and are available in the ESI.†
Table 1 Eo vs. SHE and UV-visible spectroscopic properties of the
synthesized probes, [Ru(pp)2(L)2]

n+

Pp L Eo (mV)

lmax (nm)

n ¼ 2 n ¼ 3

Bpy 4AP 903 486 745
Bpy 4DMAP 851 493 901
5,50dmbpy 4AP 791 474 716
5,50dmbpy 4DMAP 747 480 869
Results and discussion

The redox probe selectivity depends on Eo, which must be near
the potential range to be monitored. Therefore, ligand modi-
cations of the ruthenium complexes were introduced in order to
obtain different Eo values of the probes. Higher electron density
donated to the metal ion by the ligands promotes a more
negative reduction potential of the Ru(III)/Ru(II) couple.9,10

Cyclic voltammograms were obtained in aqueous solution at
100 mV s�1 scan rate for the different complexes (Fig. 2, inset)
and their Eo values vs. SHE are presented in Table 1. All of them
present a reversible redox process positioned at 750–900 mV vs.
the SHE range depending on the ligands coordinated to the
metallic center. A shi of 50 mV towards more negative
potentials is observed when both monodentate ligands 4AP are
replaced by DMAP. Moreover when both bidentate ligands bpy
are replaced by 5,50dmbpy a shi of �100 mV approximately is
detected. These values are in agreement with the relation
proposed by Lever et al.9

Also cyclic voltammetry of [Ru(bpy)2(4AP)2]
2+ was carried out

at different scan rates (Fig. 2) resulting in a modication of the
detected current and of the separation waves. The diffusion
coefficient (D) was calculated using the Randles and Svecik
equation16 (2.14 � 10�6 cm2 s�1, in agreement with similar
complexes17) and the calculated rate constant of electron
transfer (ko) was 5.34 10�3 cm s�1 (obtained using the quasi
reversible reaction analysis of the one-step one electron process
proposed by Matsuda–Y. Ayabe;18 plots are shown in the ESI†).
Although the measurement was done in a different system
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
(carbon electrode), this parameter can be used to evaluate the
rate and reversibility of the redox reaction of the probe.

This ligand modication of the coordination sphere of the
metal also introduced changes in the absorption spectra of the
redox probe species and compromised their compatibility with
the RGB sensor. The overlap of the absorption bands, used in
the measurement, with the channels of the camera must be
maximized.

In order to exploit the versatility of complexes of the family
[Ru(pp)2(L)2]

n+ (pp ¼ polypyridine) as redox probes using the
proposed method it is necessary to know how the visible range
absorption spectrum is modied according to the nature of the
coordinated ligands. The stabilization or destabilization of the
excited state generates a dependence of the position of the
MLCT (or LMCT) absorption band on the donor or acceptor
nature of the ligands coordinated to the metal center.12,14

Absorption spectra of the synthesized ruthenium complexes
are presented in Fig. 3 and their maximum absorption positions
are summarized in Table 1. Absorption bands at low energy
values correspond to the oxidized species (LMCT transition, n¼
3) and those at high energy values correspond to the reduced
species (MLCT transition, n ¼ 2).
Anal. Methods
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Fig. 3 UV-vis absorption spectra in aqueous solutions of [Ru(pp)2(-
L)2]

n+ pp ¼ bpy, L ¼ 4AP (n ¼ 2, light blue; n ¼ 3, gray); pp ¼ bpy, L ¼
4DMAP (n ¼ 2, blue; n ¼ 3, pink); pp ¼ 5,50dmbpy, L ¼ 4AP (n ¼ 2,
green; n ¼ 3, yellow) and pp ¼ 5,50dmbpy, L ¼ 4DMAP (n ¼ 2, black; n
¼ 3, red). All spectra are normalized regarding maximum absorption.

Fig. 4 RGB filter transmittances of the digital camera (top). Emission
spectra of the LED illumination system (center). Absorption spectra of
[Ru(bpy)2(4AP)2]

n+ (bottom), reduced species (light blue) and oxidized
species (violet).
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View Article Online
The reduced species of the molecular probe (where the
MLCT band is involved in the measurement) with the 4DMAP
ligand has a stronger donor effect in comparison to the 4AP
ligand, favouring the stabilization of the excited state. Conse-
quently the MLCT maximum absorption position of complexes
with 4DMAP is shied to higher wavelength, by more than
5 nm, with respect to complexes with 4AP. Although this effect
increases the overlap between the absorption spectra of the
complex in its reduced form and the G channel (Fig. 4 top) of
the digital camera, the absorption band of the oxidized form
(LMCT) is shied to the IR region, where all the lters of the
RGB sensors of the camera can transmit, not allowing an
independent determination of the different species through the
R and G sensors.

Therefore, another modication was introduced in the pp
ligand in order to overcome this drawback. 5,50dmbpy was used
as a stronger donor ligand in comparison to bpy resulting in
a shi of circa 30 nm to higher energies of the LMCT absorption
band, increasing the overlap with the R channel (Fig. 4 top) of
the camera. Although this modication favours absorption at
635 nm, it is still not high enough. Another disadvantage of the
stronger donor 5,50dmbpy ligand is that the MLCT absorption
band in this complex is also shied to higher energies due to
a destabilization of the excited state, decreasing the overlap
between the absorption spectra of the reduced species of the
probe and the G channel of the camera.

Taking into account the absorption spectra of the different
complexes and the illumination used to perform the measure-
ments through the R and G channels of the camera, it was
found that the molecular probe based on the complex
[Ru(bpy)2(4AP)2]

n+ is the most suitable as a redox potential
probe (n ¼ 2 for the reduced form and n ¼ 3 for the oxidized
form). Absorption spectra of both species, reduced and oxidized
forms, are compatible with the channels response of a digital
camera. The G channel is used to measure the reduced form
Anal. Methods
and the R channel is used to measure the oxidized one. Channel
B (blue) is le free so that it is available for an additional
measurement or for using a photochemical actuator. Due to the
similar molar absorptivities of the reduced species at 535 nm
and the oxidized species at 635 nm it is possible to use the
dynamic range of the camera without saturation using similar
illumination light intensity at those wavelengths. Fig. 4 (top)
shows RGB lter transmittances of the digital camera, (center)
emission spectra of the LED illumination system, and (bottom)
absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)2(4AP)2]

n+ (n ¼ 2, light blue and n
¼ 3, violet).

A schematic of the species involved in the measurement is
presented in Fig. 5, Fe0 oxidizes with the reduction of the Ru(III)
complex. As these redox probes are not just indicators for iron
corrosion (they intervene in the corrosion process as cathodic
reagents, forcing iron to corrode) the corrosion rate will be
proportional to their amount. In the case of studying natural
corrosion, where the rate depends on O2 and H2O in the envi-
ronment, another variable must be sensed (for example Fe2+,
the direct product of the iron oxidation half reaction) using the
correct probe. The oxidation process of an iron pin submersed
in an aqueous solution of the probe was followed in real time by
imaging processing. Iron is oxidized and the ruthenium
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 5 Redox probe reduction and oxidation of the iron object in its
exposed surface.
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View Article Online
complex is reduced. The redox potential at each point of the
system is calculated with the intensity values recorded during
the measurement, considering the Lambert–Beer law and
Nernst equation. Consequently the redox potential can be
calculated from each pixel of the acquired image.

There are two possible methods for performing the
measurement. On the one hand, as each species is measured
using a specic channel, a channel can be used to calculate the
molar fraction of the species and therefore the redox potential
value for each pixel, using the Nernst equation. In this case the
G channel was used because of its better resolution and XR

(molar fraction of the reduced species) was calculated. On the
other hand, since this kind of probe has only two species in
equilibrium (oxidized–reduced) a ratiometric measurement can
be done using the R channel for measuring the oxidized species
and the G channel can be used for measuring the reduced one,
simultaneously. This type of measurement makes this a more
robust technique.

The R channel has a lower signal/noise ratio than the G
channel, due to the Bayer pattern of the channels of the camera.
As a result, the R channel images are much noisier than G
channel images, which hampers a direct use of a ratiometric G/
R evaluation. The possibility of acquisition of many images in
a short time allows an alternative to solve the problem
described. One method to decrease the noise of the R channel is
to take the average of several images considering the fact that
the red sensor area is only half of that for the green channel.
Although images were taken at a speed of 30 fps, when it is
required, it is possible to use an image capture speed even two
Fig. 6 Image representation of the redox potential using only the G
channel (left) and the ratiometric method (right). Color scale repre-
sents redox potential (Volt) vs. SHE. Note: the colour of the metallic
object was set by default by the image processing software, and it does
not represent the redox potential, for more information see ESI.†

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
orders of magnitude higher (more than 1000 fps) with the same
light intensity used in the experiment. Fig. 6 compares a pro-
cessed image, representing the redox potential, using the
ratiometric method (right) and using only G channel images
(le). Histograms comparing data dispersion are shown in the
ESI.†

Selected RAW images (top) and the corresponding false color
images (bottom) representing the redox potential value in each
part of the system (iron pin) are presented in Fig. 7(a). In the
rst image, only green light is transmitted by the solution
because the molar fraction of the reduced form of the probe (XR)
is null. With time the molecular probe is reduced near the
metallic surface so XR increases and the molar fraction of the
oxidized probe (XO) decreases. Consequently near the surface of
the iron pin the transmittance at 535 nm decreases while at
635 nm a transmittance increase is observed. Throughout the
experimental time, the diffusion process of the reduced probe is
revealed by the increase of its absorption (535 nm) at locations
more distant from the iron surface. As expected, a decrease of
the concentration of the oxidized probe is observed near the
iron surface, inducing a diffusion process of this species from
the bulk of the solution to the iron surface. Therefore a redox
potential gradient is produced in solution from the metallic
surface to the bulk solution.

In order to inhibit the redox reaction in certain zones of the
specimen its surface was partially masked with a varnish to
avoid contact with the solution (ESI†), and the oxidation reac-
tion only takes place in the unmasked region. In Fig. 7(b) RAW
(top) and false color (bottom) images selected from the
measurement are shown. As observed in the rst images, the
redox potential decreases near the exposed area but remains
constant near the covered areas of the iron pin. Then the redox
potential of the solution decreases due to the diffusion process
of the probe.

The corrosion process of a smaller system in comparison
with the rst one, a commercial steel wool of 50 mm of diameter
approximately, was followed in real time by imaging processing.
Images are shown in the ESI.†

In order to determine the precision of the method, two
techniques were employed for analyzing data dispersion in
a selected image of the video measurement. In one case a line of
200 pixels length parallel to the metallic surface at a distance of
20 microns is analyzed at different times: 0, 5, 13, 20, 40 and 60
seconds (Fig. 8(a), line “x”). Considering that the redox potential
remains constant, due to the shape of the surface and the probe
diffusion, results should mostly differ due to the uncertainty of
the method. Fig. 8(b) shows plots of redox potential values ob-
tained in line “x” at different times of reaction. The results show
that there is more dispersion for those values that are far from
the redox probe Eo than for values closer to Eo. Plots of values
obtained in a selected line from the image that is perpendicular
to the specimen surface (Fig. 8(a), line “y”) at times ¼ 13, 20, 40
and 60 seconds show the same behavior and are shown in
Fig. 8(c). Data dispersion was also analyzed through histograms
obtained in selected areas (squares of 20 pixels length) where
the redox potential is higher (A), similar (B) or lower (C) to Eo.
Selected areas of the image are shown in Fig. 8(a) and the results
Anal. Methods
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Fig. 7 (a) Selected images acquired at 30 fps for the oxidation process of the iron pin (t ¼ 0, 5, 13, 20, 40 and 60 s). (Top) RAW images. (Bottom)
False color images representing the redox potential obtained by the Nernst equation. (b) False color images representing the redox potential of
selected images during the oxidation process of the iron pin with part of its surface covered by a varnish and the rest exposed to the solution
where the reaction takes place (t ¼ 0, 20, 53, 93, 96 and 204 s). (Top) RAW images. (Bottom) False color images representing the redox potential
obtained by the Nernst equation. Note: colour scale represents redox potential (Volts) vs. SHE.
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are presented in Fig. 8(d). Calculated values for the mean,
standard deviation and ratio of the conjugated species of the
redox molecular probe obtained from each selected area are
summarized in Table 2. The same tendency is obtained with
this analysis as the one observed in both regions near and
perpendicular to the metallic surface.

Dispersion is lower for E values close to the redox probe Eo,
where the concentration ratio of both species is equal to one,
than for values farther from Eo, where the concentrations of
Fig. 8 (a) Selected areas of an image for analytical determinations. (b)
Determination of the redox potential in a parallel direction with respect
to the iron surface (line “x”) at different times: 0, 5, 13, 20, 40 and 60
seconds. (c) Plots representing E vs. SHE as a function of time, obtained
in a perpendicular line to the sample surface (line “y”) at time ¼ 13, 20,
40 and 60 s). (d) Histograms of the selected areas (A, B and C) obtained
from squares of 20 pixels length (time ¼ 60 s). Note: Eo refers to the
standard redox potential of the probe and the colour scale represents
redox potential (Volts) vs. SHE.

Anal. Methods
both species are much different. Measurement error is mostly
due to this reason.

An iron particle of 10 mm approximately, that detached from
the iron pin during the experiment was analyzed with this
methodology. The redox potential of the system is represented
by a sequence of false color images (Fig. 9).

Analysis of calculated values was done for one of the images.
Data dispersion of the redox potential values was analyzed
through histograms obtained in selected areas (squares of 10
pixels length) presented in Fig. 10(a). Once more it can be
conrmed that the standard deviation of E values is minimum
near the Eo value. The deviations become nearly two orders of
magnitude larger for potentials 200 mV above Eo than for
potentials at which the ratio of oxidized/reduced species is
almost one (Fig. 10(b)). Fig. 10(c) shows a plot of redox potential
vs. position, in the direction across the iron particle. A redox
potential gradient of ca. 200 mV across a distance of 15 mm can
be observed.

A kinetic study of the oxidation reaction of the metallic
system was done. An average of the measured values along lines
of 200 pixels length parallel to the metallic surface and sepa-
rated by 20 pixels between different lines was taken. Plots of the
molar fraction of [Ru(bpy)2(4AP)2]

2+ (reduced species) vs. time
for each line parallel to the surface are shown in Fig. 11,
Table 2 Calculated values for the mean, standard deviation and ratio
of the conjugated species of the redox sensor obtained from the
analysis of histograms in Fig. 8

Eo (mV) s (mV) [ox]/[red]

845 9 0.105
899 3 0.855
976 20 17.27

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Fig. 9 False color images representing the redox potential of the
corrosion process of an iron particle (of 10 mmapproximately) selected
from the acquired video (t ¼ 0, 5, 13, 20, 40 and 60 s).

Fig. 11 Plots representing average values of the molar fraction of the
reduced species of the probe (XR), obtained along lines of 200 pixels
length parallel to the metallic surface and separated by 20 pixels, vs.
time obtained in the experiment shown in Fig. 8.
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corresponding to the experiment of the iron pin with all the
surface exposed to the redox probe solution.

As can be observed, the reduction of the probe in the
oxidation process of the surface results in an increase of XR in
the area nearer to the surface as expected. At initial times
a decrease in the rate of reduced probe production with
increasing the distance from the metallic surface can be
observed; and at larger distances the rate is almost null. This is
due to the diffusion of the reduced probe from the metallic
surface to the bulk solution. With time the diffusion process
favors the increase of XR in the bulk solution.

From the graphic of the nearer line to the metallic surface it
can be observed that the oxidation of the metallic system by the
Ru complex presents rst order kinetics with an estimated rate
constant of 1.0 � 10�2 s�1. See ESI† for more details.

This kind of system, where the study of rate reactions
involves the analysis in areas where the redox potential is far
away from the Eo of the probe (where there is more measure-
ment error), proves that the high spatial resolution of the
method considerably decreases the uncertainty, as an average of
hundreds of values can be taken.

Even though this method performs an analytical analysis
with a high spatial and temporal resolution through a ratio-
metric measurement of the redox probe, this particular probe
(designed in order to maximize the compatibility with the RGB
channels) has a high Eo value which is not appropriate for
Fig. 10 (a) Enlarged image selected from Fig. 6. (b) Histograms of the
selected areas obtained from squares of 10 pixels length; data
dispersion increases for values not near to Eo. (c) Plot of redox
potential vs. position, in the direction shown in (a). Note: colour scale
represents redox potential (Volts) vs. SHE.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
studying natural corrosion, where O2 and H2O species are
involved. For this case or other systems with this similar
problem there are two possible alternatives for using this
imaging method. One option would be to do the measurement
with a probe with a more negative Eo, that maintains the
compatibility with the RGB channels or resign this maximiza-
tion (or even discard a ratiometric measurement and perform
a one channel measurement), so the reduction of the probe by
the metallic surface will not compete with the studied reaction.
The other alternative, in order not to depend on the concen-
trations of the conjugated species of the redox probe, would be
to use this economic method of image acquisition with high
spatial and temporal resolution to sense another variable that
depends directly on the reaction, considering its compatibility
with the camera channels. With these modications, the
changes in the conjugated species of the probe would be only by
the progress of the reaction to be studied instead of the reaction
of the probe with the object.

To extend the proposed method for measuring corrosion on
top of a surface rather than on an edge, one option could be the
modication of the illumination system, using reection
instead of transmission of light. In this way this method can be
an excellent tool for studying materials, coatings or properties
in order to avoid corrosion processes. Interestingly other
systems can be monitored by this methodology using the
appropriate redox molecular probe according to the needed Eo

value. On the other hand, given the inexpensive and simple
measurement methodology presented here, it is important to
highlight the possible application of this work not only in
research but also in different chemistry courses (inorganic,
analytical, and photochemistry).
Conclusions

In this work, an inexpensive real-time imaging method for
measuring the redox potential based on the absorption of light
Anal. Methods
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by a redox probe, a Ru complex, is presented. This method was
used for studying the redox process on iron material surfaces of
different objects and can be expanded to other systems using
different redox molecular probes. The use of a conventional
digital camera as a tool for image acquisition allows this tech-
nique to have a high spatial and temporal resolution at a very
low cost. Unlike uorescence techniques, the type of illumina-
tion used by this technique increases the signal/noise ratio
despite using a lower amount of light to illuminate the sample.
This less intensity radiation used in the proposed method
decreases both the possibility of photobleaching of the probe
and the damage of the sample to be studied. Even though noise
is higher for the R channel, due to the Bayer pattern of the RGB
sensors of the camera, an average of a set of frames can be taken
for reducing noise, and a ratiometric measurement can be
done, making this method more robust. The precision of this
method increases for redox potential values nearer to Eo of the
probe that can be modied by introducing ligand modications
on the coordinated sphere of the Ru complex. With this method
several redox probes, not only organometallic complexes, with
different values of Eo can be used as long as the absorption
spectra of the reduced and oxidized forms remain compatible
with the sensors of the camera used to acquire the images. A
perspective of great interest of these types of probes is that they
can be used for studying iron surfaces through reection
microscopy techniques allowing the determination of oxidation
process mapping on surfaces.
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